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ABSTRACT

The use of English and English-Polish mix is an increasingly popular advertising strategy adopted by Polish copywriters. This study looks at the linguistic properties of code-mixing drawn from Polish magazine advertising, including its socio-psychological functions. A brief outline of the Polish media climate is presented and its socio-political profile constructed in an attempt to identify the context-specific motivations underlying English-based bilingualism. The research demonstrates that 79 percent of the magazine advertisements studied employs English, with Polish monolingual texts comprising only 10 percent of the data. Of all the product domains that mostly favor the use of English, cosmetics, clothes, medicines, but also mobile phones targeted to the national audience take the most prominent place. The presence of English has been noticed in nearly all structural components of the advertisements, with product names and labeling indicating the most usage of the foreign code. The growing popularity of English in the Polish promotional texts can be explained by reference to its pragmatic function as the single most important language of global advertising, as well as social and attitudinal reasons underlying an essentially Polish desire for Westernization and Internationalization.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction
Foreign language use in the global media, and in consumer commercial advertising in particular, has attracted considerable linguistic attention very recently, as evidenced by a remarkable surge in the number of publications (e.g., Haarmann, 1989; Bhatia, 2000; Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004; Martin, 2000a, 2000b; Ustinova, 2006 etc). Several authors attempted an examination of the formal properties of multilingual texts and their symbolic significance, revealing comparative analyses of the current multilingual phenomena with respect to different cultural and linguistic settings. Specific aspects that have been explored, as pointed by Lee (2006: 60), encompass three main areas: symbolism in use (e.g., Haarmann, 1989), identity construction (e.g., Piller, 2001, 2003; Lee, 2006), or globalization (e.g., Bhatia and Richie, 2004; Martin: 2002a, 2002b).

Three contrasting views can also be identified with respect to language contact phenomena, indicating societal attitudes as well as scholarly evaluation of the code mixed behavior in contemporary advertising. Those three approaches, as postulated by Bhatia and Ritchie (2004: 516-18), came to be known in literature as negative, neutral and positive views.

Until the mid-1980s, most of the research on code-mixing undertaken by researchers interested in the language of advertising was driven mostly by the purist concern and motivated by the principles of linguistic prescriptivism. Those implicit ethical considerations underlying linguistic investigations of those days might be seen as corresponding to the negative approach, according to which language-mixing signals ‘linguistic deficiency’ (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 517). Consequently, the major emphasis of the earlier studies was to compile lists of borrowings and loanwords that appeared in the global rhetoric of advertising, which altogether brought little advancement in the field of language mixing. As Piller (2002: 171) notices:
‘Due to the purist slant of much early work (...) descriptive linguists may have been somewhat reticent to enter a field that was seen as mainly producing-and condemning-lists of foreign terms used in advertising (...) and that did not seem to hold much theoretical interest’.

1.2 Symbolic functions of foreign language use
In the late 1980s, a major shift took place which embraced a considerable change of interests from cataloguing practices towards discourse phenomena. One of the first researchers who set the direction of linguistic research into a more functional domain was Haarmann (1989). In his pioneering study devoted to language contact phenomena in the Japanese setting, with particular focus on impersonal bilingualism in the commercial context, Haarmann (1989: 14) demonstrates that certain languages function as symbolic objects of stereotyping and requisites for the reproduction of fixed images about the speakers of a given language. The strategy of stereotyping based on people’s need for social identity as well as self definition, is a common feature of commercial texts in general, and has been identified in monolingual advertising worldwide. Vestergaard and Schroder (1985: 73) refer to this phenomenon as signification process (a term coined by Barthes, 1964), which consists of associating a specific article with particular values, lifestyles or images, so that the high level needs are projected into a commodity.

One of the ways of evoking intended stereotypes and appealing to the viewer’s feelings is through the use of different linguistic codes. Thus, in Japanese advertising, yet by no means limited to the commercial discourse of this monolingual locale, the use of foreign languages serves the goal of associating the advertised product with the ethno-cultural clichés about the group who speak the language. The hidden power of ethnosymbolism evoked through the use of different linguistic codes in the discourse of Japanese advertising reflects, according to Haarmann (1989: IX), a wider trend of internationalization underlying commercial texts in general. Moreover, the ethnocultural stereotypes as specified for the Japanese setting are surprisingly similar in other cultural and linguistic contexts. Thus, French conjures up images of elegance, sophistication, refinement and fashion (Haarmann, 1989: 21-5; Bhatia, 1992: 195), Italian evokes association with tasty cuisine and ‘sporty elegance’ (Haarmann, 1989: 28; Piller, 2000: 173), while German symbolizes good quality and
prestige (Harmann: 1989: 29). As the above examples demonstrate, the use of linguistic symbolism capitalizes on positive stereotyping and has as its main goal evoking favorable associations in the mind of the reader. In the Japanese case, the emotional appeal of foreign language use is so great, that any concern about intelligibility of such messages simply takes a back seat. As Haarmann (1989: VIII) observes: ‘Whereas Japanese is the basic means for the transfer of practical information, foreign languages (..) predominantly serve as “exotic spices” in order to titillate the visual and auditory senses of the public’.

The use of foreign languages for achieving low-level optical effects reflects the neutral view of language mixing, according to which code switching performs the function of a mere attention-getter. This position, however, does not fully account for the rather broad range of application domains and complex roles assigned to different linguistic codes in international advertising, and can be seen as specific to the Japanese setting (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 518). More importantly, there is one language whose prominence in the global commercial milieu cannot be explained by a mere reference to the power of ethnosymbolism or low-level cosmetic motivations. This high status in the international as well as local advertising has been given to English.

1.3 Mixing English in advertising: quantitative and qualitative aspects

The prominent position of English as the most widely used language in the non-anglophone code-mixed advertising has been documented in a variety of sociolinguistic settings and ascertained through both qualitative and quantitative analyses. For example, in the corpus of multilingual commercials broadcast on German television, the incidence of English accounted for 70% of all spots (Piller, 2001: 157). Similarly, the data obtained by Ustinova (2006: 270) revealed that 76% of TV commercials in Russia employed Russian-English mix. In the case of South Korea, the presence of English in a corpus of 720 advertising spots was shown in 603 ads. (Lee, 2006: 71). Surprisingly, despite tough legislative measures designed to decrease the number of foreignisms in the French media (1994 Toubon Law), over 30% of commercials transmitted on the French television during the summer of 2000 incorporated the English language (Martin, 2002a: 8).
Regarding the incidence of English in the global print, not only is the proportion of English significantly high, but also its use in qualitative terms seems to be on the increase, as indicated by the analyses of advertising from the Outer and Expanding circles (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 532). Although certain structural domains appear to be more receptive to the influence of English than others, there is growing evidence that implies an increasing penetration of English into other components of the advertisement. Of all the structural domains that strongly favor the use of English, product naming, company’s name, logo and wrapper seem to dominate (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004; 256-30: Ustinova and Bhatia, 2004: 469).

However, even in the main body of text, seen as the least penetrable component of advertisement and the most difficult barrier for English to conquer, the original vernacular blends with the global language, which depending on the linguistic environment, might be written in a different script. For instance, in the Japanese context, the katakana writing system is used mainly to represent foreign words, including non-Chinese borrowings. Therefore, it appears most frequently in the product or company names (Haarmann, 1989: 96). Similarly, in Indian advertising, the Hindi language is often mixed with an English text composed in the Devanagari script. Multiple mixing of scripts and languages illustrates yet another distinctive feature of code-mixed advertising (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 535).

In addition to transgressing structural domains and mixing freely with non-roman scripts, the presence of English has also been found in discourse domains normally associated with other languages or inconsistent with the prestige values it customarily represented. As Martin (2002b: 382) rightly notices, the primary function of English in the non-anglophone commercial context has been to serve as a symbol of modernity, technological development and/or reliability. However, as revealed by studies conducted by several scholars, English is slowly making its way into those product/discourse domains in which other major languages like French, Russian, or Chinese maintained their local or international supremacy. For instance, until recently French had enjoyed complete dominance in the fashion and beauty industry, boasting exceptional reputation and international status in the global market. Today, it is not unusual for French products
to be advertised in English, as evidenced by English names or phrases employed in French advertising texts. Among examples of foreign words identified by Bhatia (1992, 206; 2004, 534) are expressions such as *advanced cream* or *extra help makeup*, now used even in the main body of the French advertisements.

Other instances of English mixing found by the same scholar in Chinese contexts point to ‘non-English’ themes or discourse domains such as cooking and domesticity. The presence of English in domestic product categories, as illustrated by the Chinese example, undermines, according to Bhatia and Ritchie (2004: 204), the overtly simplified approach to language mixing based on ethnocultural symbolism. With respect to the Russian milieu and the commercial TV advertising in particular, English was found to occupy a prominent place in the English-Russian mix, with 14 out of 16 categories of products freely admitting the use of the global language (Ustinova, 2006: 274).

To sum up, the incidence of English in non-anglophone advertising appears to be on the increase, both in quantitative and qualitative terms. As findings obtained in different linguistic contexts illustrate, the influence of English goes beyond structural and discourse domains traditionally associated with the global tongue.

### 1.4 Universality of language mixing: the systematic view

The global power of English has been attested in a variety of sociolinguistic contexts. As pointed out by Kachru (1994: 135): ‘It is for the first time in linguistic history that a language has established contact with practically every language family, both formally and functionally’. Following a cross-cultural analysis of both formal and discourse features of mixing English in advertising, Bhatia (1992: 195) confirmed this view, revealing that linguistic versatility is by no means limited to the languages of the developing countries. The preference for code switching has been noticed in commercial texts of languages of both ‘open and closed types’, that is those that favor the assimilation of foreign words into their local discourses, as well as those which appear to be less receptive to the global influences like China or Japan.
The identification of the universal patterns underlying the discourse of advertising in the countries of the Outer and Expanding circles led him to develop the positive/systematic view to language mixing, which has been seen by some linguists as the most adequate description of language contact phenomena in the present day advertising (Friedrich, 2002: 22). The positive approach assumes that linguistic versatility should be viewed as a ‘systematic and rule-governed phenomenon’ which aims mainly to address ‘the deeper innovative and creative needs of advertisement writers to create the desired effects of persuasion, naturalness, and other socio-psychological effects in their language’ (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 518). In other words, the exploitation of two or more linguistic systems in the media texts and in brand naming in particular, fulfills important literary and psycholinguistic functions that are likely to enhance the attractiveness of the advertising message, making it more appealing to the customers.

The use of English as a vehicle for linguistic innovations and creativity is a common strategy employed by advertisers and marketers in the re-emerging advertising in Russia. As Ustinova and Bhatia (2005: 499) observe, English serves an important role as a source of rhyming, puns, humor or allusion, often appearing in the figurative language alongside Russian. Apart from rendering creative effects and exploiting multiple meanings, a commercial text marked by multilingual content often leads to a better product recall, which underlines its psycholinguistic ability (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 539).

However, in order to fully understand the impact of Englishization on the Outer and Expanding Circle communities, one should reach beyond the levels of phonology, grammar, or lexis and examine the influence of English on discourse, registers and styles of those languages (Kachru: 1994: 138). Regarding Russian advertising as a new type of genre, Ustinova and Bhatia (2005: 497) notice that Russian advertisers use persuasive devices such as imperative clauses, elliptical comparatives, juxtapositions, or modal constructions characteristic of global discourse of advertising. As a possible explanation for the employment of structures similar to those typical of American or British promotional texts, the researcher point to the dynamics of the advertising genre, but also to the direct influence of English.
1.5 Local creativity and linguistic accommodation

Mixing English with other languages raises a whole range of important issues. One of such questions is how to address the problem of intelligibility. Given that in many Expanding Circle countries a large portion of population does not speak English, linguistic choices made by the advertisers may have severe economic consequences. One of the ways of dealing with the issue of intelligibility is through the strategies of linguistic adaptation. The interaction of English with languages from the Outer and Expanding Circles often results in linguistic innovations for which both parties are the source of inspiration. Thus, it is not uncommon for English to adapt to the phonological, syntactic or morphological patterns of the local languages, which according to Bhatia (1992: 210) greatly facilitates general intelligibility. For instance, in the Spanish advertisement for Coca-Cola, the original expression *diet coke* has been changed for the phrase *Coca-Cola light*, which reflects the head-initial properties of Spanish. The replacement of the word *diet* with a similar term *light* may be seen as motivated by local considerations.

Apart from examples of linguistic adaptation, multiple mixing of languages often leads to grammatical violations, as shown in the Japanese advertisement featuring a slogan ‘we grow quality’ where selectional restrictions between the noun and its modifier have been recklessly disregarded. In both cases linguistic innovations, as manifested through syntactic adaptation and violation of grammatical conventions, served a common goal of creating psycholinguistic effects and enhancing the memorability of the promotional texts (Bhatia, 1992: 210)

1.6 Homogenization versus hybridization

The role of English as the most frequent pair-language in contemporary global media is far more complex to be seen merely as a linguistic tool for dual creativity. As the single most important language for internationalization it functions by embracing two distinct tendencies inscribed in the logics of today’s global discourse. Those binary oppositions are *homogenization* and *hybridization* (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 541-43).
Regarding the first opposition, English is the most important vehicle for the transmission of the global culture as expressed in the American media. Discussing the impact of English on French TV advertising, Martin (2002a: 19) notices that American English imagery transgresses national boundaries and "tends to be associated with a certain 'vision of the world', rather than representing life in a particular country or a particular set of cultural values". On the linguistic level, Bhatia and Ritchie (2004: 530-31) compile a list of words drawn from the Inner Circle countries that characterize the discourse of international advertising.

This unifying function of English leading to the homogenization of the global discourse runs parallel to the process of localization achieved through linguistic adaptation. It is the local customization of English and its presence among other languages that enabled English to occupy a dual role of globalization and localization at the same time, a phenomenon which Bathia and Ritchie (2004: 543) refer to as *glocalization*. The undisputable preference for English in international advertising pertains to its power to solve the problem of standardization and adaptation, perceived as one of the greatest dilemmas of the present-day advertising.

1.7 English and the construction of linguistic identity
Approaching the globalized rhetoric of advertising from a critical perspective, one should recognize the constitutive force of English in the creation of contemporary social identities. Those post-modern identities, as Piller (2001) rightly observes, are no longer marked by strong national ties or unvarying political affiliations. Through the unifying practices of global discourse, the present-day identities have become more transnational and homogenized. In the researcher’s words: ‘A shift from political identities (..) to economic ones (..) can be observed, together with a concomitant shift from monolingual practices to multilingual and English-dominant ones ‘(Piller, 2001: 153). Consequently, the implicit reader of commercial bilingual texts, as inferred from Piller’s studies carried out in the German setting, is a successful businessperson, proficient in English, appreciative of values such as tradition, quality, and authenticity, and characterized by

Similar findings to those obtained in the German context emerged from the study of language-mixed advertising in contemporary South Korea, where English was found to play a crucial role in the formation of modern identity. Through the acquisition of English, as revealed by Lee (2006: 70-73), the younger generation of South Koreans express their distinctiveness and social affinity with modern values. In the case of South Korea, however, age appeared to be a crucial factor in that English mixing was used in the commercials addressed mainly to the younger generation.

1.8 Conclusion

The impact of Englishization on the discourse of advertising is evident in both Outer and Expanding Circle countries. Several papers gave evidence of the pervasiveness of English, indicating universality of language mixing in a variety of sociolinguistic contexts. A whole set of functions associated with English was proposed by linguists in an attempt to unravel the main motivations behind language mixing.

Following the core findings, the popularity of English in the commercial setting can be explained by its aesthetic appeal and positive image it generates in the mind of the audience. Contrary to other languages whose function in the promotional texts is based on evoking ethnocultural stereotypes about a given speech community, English works by associating a product with a social stereotype, and thus indicating more general features characteristic of modern societies such as social advance or economic development (Haarmann, 1989: 16). Moreover, it is often used as a source of linguistic creativity and innovation, playing an important role in the figurative speech and literary devices employed by the advertisement writers (Ustinova and Bhatia, 2005: 499). Finally, it has been found to function as a vehicle for glocalization, reflecting complexity and hybridity of contemporary societies (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 543).

It has to be mentioned, however, that the degree of Englishization and the range of functions associated with English vary from one country to another, and is directly
related to their socio-political profiles. The first big difference can be noticed with respect to the countries from Western and Eastern Europe.
CHAPTER 2

2.1 Media climate in Poland

Over the last decade Poland has undergone a rapid transition from a state-controlled communist economy to a predominately privately-owned market. The economic and political transformations instigated by the independent trade union Solidarity in 1989, marked an important stage in Poland’s reunion with the world of Western values, lifestyles and philosophies. After fifty years of living under totalitarian rule, the Polish nation was suddenly exposed to a tremendous influx of foreign influences, becoming a profit target for Western companies and international businesses.

The ensuing changes within the politics and economics of Poland, following a rapid process of privatization (July 13th 1990) and abolition of state-imposed censorship (April 11th 1990), have had a great impact on the Polish media sphere. Until 1989, over eighty percent of Polish publications were under strict supervision of the Workers Cooperative Publishing House (RSW) (Robertson, 2006: 17). The primary function of the communist press was to control and mobilize the masses, acting in accordance with the political interests of the ruling nomenklatura.

With regard to audiovisual media, during the communist era Poland had only one broadcaster called ‘Polish Radio and Television’, which was used as a propaganda tool for the transmission of socialist and communist ideology (Pieklo, 2002: 7). Consequently, due to its purely capitalistic origins, commercial advertising vanished from the Polish media market for nearly forty four years and was no longer taught as a university subject. Most of the research on advertising undertaken by sociologists in those days was driven by institutional insecurity and ideological precaution. As Rabikowska (2006: 2) observes: ‘(..) such a warning was directed not only against advertising but the influence of the West in general, and the complete rejection of its capitalistic politics’. As a property of the government, advertisement, albeit limited in form and content, existed only for one purpose, that of reinforcing the socialist rhetoric of the former dictatorship by promoting images of a blissful life in Polish communist society.
However, despite the efforts of the communist party who attempted to use media as a vehicle for ‘didactic enlightenment’, the majority of Polish population was impervious to the political will of the regime (Sparks, 1998: 44). More importantly, many journalists and scholars fought fierce intellectual battles with the censors, running underground newspapers and discussing sensitive topics in the public forum. This helped generate discontent among the Polish population, which in effect weakened the position of the communist regime (Johnson, 1998: 108-111).

The major changes in Polish society, including democratization of the media output, occurred in the 1990s, after the Polish government introduced an anti-censorship law, issuing policies encouraging foreign investment. In consequence, only in the first year of Polish independence, the number of journals and newspapers raised by 600 over a five month-period (Robertson, 2006: 17). Today the number is much higher. According to the report released by the Press Research Center at Jagiellonian University in Krakow, there are about 5,500 periodicals published in Poland (Pieklo, 2002: 1). The paper with the highest circulation is Gazeta Wyborcza, which was first launched by the underground Solidarity movement under the name Tygodnik Mazowsze (Johnson, 1998: 114).

The rapid expansion of the Polish local press can be seen as reflecting three different phases of the country’s political, economic and sociological transformations. The first stage, called heroic, is characterized by complete and mass support for the Solidarity movement. The second phase indicates fraction and dissolution of the anti-communist party. Finally, the third period illustrates a shift from political interests into profit-making motivations (Pieklo, 2002: 2).

Paramount among media voices, due to its prominent role in instigating the process of Poland’s socioeconomic transition, was the discourse of advertising. Imported in its original version, with no concern for its ‘linguistic or sociological suitability’, the early advertisements served as the major transmitter of Western values and culture. The new discourse not only disturbed the existing view of life, but most importantly, brought about a sociological revolution, revealing new ways of classifying the reality. For
instance, in the communist era there was no history of beer drinking in Poland. Beer
denoted societal degradation and was consumed in obscure pubs by the poor working
class males. A significant change occurred after several advertisement campaigns for
different beer brands made their way in the Polish media market. Those commercial texts
showed young people drinking beer in a variety of leisure venues, promoting the image
of beer as a social drink that could be consumed in public places without causing damage
to family relations (Rabikowska, 2006: 4-5).

During the last fifteen years, the Polish advertising industry has made a huge progress.
According to the forecast for 2005-2008 released by the Zenith Optimedia (2006: 1),
Poland’s re-emerging market will be among ten largest contributors to advertising
expenditure growth, and is expected to account for, together with 5 other countries, 27% of
the total world growth. A rapid growth in the Polish local media can be observed in
particular in the magazine sector, whose share of the advertising market is second largest
(14.1%), with TV accounting for 57.7% of the money spent on advertising. It is worth
mentioning that many of the successful commercial magazines currently available on the
Polish market are owned by the foreign companies such as Jurg Marquard Group, Axel
Springer, Heinreci- Bauer, Gruner & Jahr/Bertelsman or Hachette Filipacchi. The most
popular magazines published by the international media giants include Twoj Styl, Film,
Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Elle and many others (FIPP World Magazine, 2004: 2).
CHAPTER 3

3.1 Methodology

The data for this study include 235 product advertisements that were published in 13 top Polish magazines in two month-periods in April and May 2006. All of the samples were taken directly from the magazines and were not subject to preliminary selection. If the advertisement occurred two times or more, the occurrence was noted only once. Due to a significantly higher number of women’s magazines being published as compared to publications addressed exclusively to a male readership, the majority of data presented in this paper features products specific for the female audience. These include advertisements for cosmetics, perfumes, clothes, magazines, medicines and other fashion items.

For the purpose of the study the samples were organized into several separate groups (Diagram 1) and analysed accordingly. Two main categories that emerged from the corpus include advertisements featuring international/global brands, as opposed to commercial texts promoting specifically local products. Regarding the first classification, two major advertising strategies have been identified reflecting contrasting concepts of the global marketing. Those opposing trends have been referred to in the international marketing parlance as standardization versus adaptation (Mooij, 1994: 80)

In its ultimate form, standardization means selling the same product in the new market without any change. This involves standardizing the marketing mix by adopting similar brand names, prices, distribution channels and advertising for different markets (Evans and Moutinho, 1999: 189) In this case the company follows a straight-extension strategy, unifying marketing activities across all the countries (Kotler et al, 2002: 832) Examples of advertisements utilizing the extension strategy represent the first category of the data. Such advertisements (see Appendix 1) are informationally poor and tend to communicate their message mainly via pictures. For instance, a recent advertisement for Puma sport shoes (Figure 1) uses a non-verbal metaphor of a bird to represent speed. The slogan contained within the picture of the advertisement points to unique characteristics of the
shoes, which are light and make one run faster than any ordinary footwear items. At the same time the text defines the qualities of a bird whose lightweight body enables it to leap into the air and fly long distances. Visual clues, like the use of the same colour, additionally reinforce similarity between those seemingly unrelated concepts.

A clear preference for the globalized approach can be observed with respect to certain product categories, including hi-tech or hi-touch goods such as computers, perfumes, jewellery, and in particular in the fashion industry (Mooij, 1994: 86). The vast majority of advertisements employing the straight-extension strategy use English to express their propositional message. International ads featuring languages other than English were not included in the same category.

A relatively small number of companies opt for a fully standardized approach. Instead, varying degrees of globalization can be noticed with respect to different elements of the marketing mix. For instance, among the easiest components to homogenize are brand names, packaging and labelling. The most difficult marketing mix variables include price and retail outlets (Evans and Moutinho, 1999: 189). In order to demonstrate the continuum of standardization, the advertisements were further subdivided into three separate categories, here referred to as straight extension A, B, and C respectively. Group A (Figure 1) contains advertisements imported into foreign markets in their original form. Group B (Figure 2) consists of promotional texts where information about the availability of the products is given in Polish. Except for this structural component, the general design of the advertisement is identical across the globe. Finally, category C (Figure 3) includes commercial texts containing only one sentential substitution from English into Polish. For example, in the advertisements promoting a new C-THRU fragrance, all the information about the product expressed in the slogan, subheading, as well as packaging is given in English. However, there is one Polish sentence that appears at the bottom of the page which indicates a differentiation approach. The sentence, which translates as ‘new fragrance for women’, was deemed insufficient to classify the advertisement into the next category utilizing the localized strategy.
The second global policy followed by the international marketers, known as the *product adaptation* strategy, is based on the view that marketing is an essentially local problem and requires changes in the product characteristics. Consequently, advertisements are modified in order to meet local tastes, including preferences for a native language (Kotler et al, 2002: 829). Code-mixed texts, which make the second category of my data, comprise global advertisements with one word, phrase(s), and/or sentence(s) in English in an otherwise Polish text (Figure 4). Advertisements employing a localized approach will be referred to in this study as product-adaptation ads (Baumgardner, 2006: 255).

Regarding the corpus featuring Polish products, two main categories will be contrasted here. These are: Polish- monolingual ads (Figure 5) which promote domestic products entirely in Polish, as opposed to bilingual texts utilizing an English-Polish mix (Figure 6). Advertisements including foreign elements other than English belong to the final, fifth category of my data. This category employs code-mixing of Polish and other languages (Figure 7) such as French, German or Italian, but also monolingual texts imported directly from the foreign markets (Figure 8).
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The present study examines the use of English in Polish magazine advertising, focusing on the linguistic properties of code-mixing, including its sociological functions. For the purpose of the analysis, two categories of data will be subject to qualitative investigation. These are: product adaptation advertisements as well as bilingual texts employing an English-Polish mix. Each of the categories will be analysed in terms of their linguistic and structural components. This will be followed by a discussion on the English usage and its socio-psychological significance. The final section of the paper explores context-specific motivations behind English-based bilingualism. However, before carrying out the examination of the code-mixed texts, I will conduct a quantitative analysis of the advertisements in an attempt to measure what proportion of the commercial texts used in this study utilize English for promotional purposes.

3.2 Results
Out of the 235 samples of advertisements collected for the study, 90% incorporate two or more linguistic codes. The vast majority of the multilingual texts employ English (79%), followed by other languages such as French (6%), Italian (4%) and German (1%). Polish monolingual advertisements constitute only 10% of all data. These include advertisements for national food such as instant soups (Goracy Kubek), yogurts (Smakija), seasonings (Kucharek), chocolates (Wedel), mineral water (Cisowianka), but also other products targeted at the Polish audience such as shoes (CCC) or electrical appliances (Miele).

Surprisingly, hardly any advertisements for automobiles, as may be inferred from the data, employ languages other than Polish. Promotional campaigns for cars produced by international giants such as Audi (Figure 1) or BMW (Figure 2) (see Appendix 2), make very little or no use of English when addressing Polish magazine readers. Of all the categories of products aimed exclusively at the national audience, cars remain the most consistent group, indicating a unified approach with respect to the language preferences.

Regarding advertisements promoting international brands, the overall majority of companies customize their messages to meet foreign language needs (26%). In contrast,
examples utilizing a full extension strategy, here referred to as type A, constitute only a small fraction of the data (8%).

Diagram 1: Classification of Polish advertising: quantitative data

Diagram 2: Proportion of English in a corpus of 235 Polish magazine advertisements
CHAPTER 4

4.1 English and the structure of advertisement: product adaptation advertising

Considering advertising as a single discourse entity, it is possible to distinguish the following structural components: product name, company name/logo, labelling, pricing, slogan, main body, header/subheader (Vestergaard and Schroder, 1985; 50; Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 522-30). As the previous studies have already demonstrated, the presence of English can be noticed in nearly all structural domains of the advertisement. There are, however, certain components where the influence of the global tongue is particularly strong. These include company name, product name and labelling (Ustinova and Bhatia, 2005: 496).

The analysis of the product adaptation advertisements drawn from my data support the previous findings, showing a clear preference for English in the product names as well as labelling. Table 1 lists some of the examples of the English usage found in product naming in the Polish press advertising. As the following samples indicate, the majority of instances involved appear as nominal phrases or one-word utterances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vichy</td>
<td>Thermal fix</td>
<td>Moisture cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo Boss</td>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Cosmetics for men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriflame</td>
<td>Tone Tummy Firming gel</td>
<td>Gel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybelline</td>
<td>Hydra extreme</td>
<td>Lipstick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estee Lauder</td>
<td>Resilience Lift Extreme</td>
<td>Firming Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivea</td>
<td>Nivea visage young: Milk away, Freshen up, Wash off, Control it, Scrub away</td>
<td>Cleansing milk, skin tone, gel, scrub mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiseido</td>
<td>Shiseido Gentle Cleansing Cream</td>
<td>Cleansing Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dove</td>
<td>Fresh Touch</td>
<td>Deodorant, cream wash, body lotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestle</td>
<td>After Eight</td>
<td>Chocolate mints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalgo</td>
<td>Thalgo Slim/Sculpt</td>
<td>Sliming/Firming Concentrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loreal</td>
<td>Infallible</td>
<td>Make-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnier</td>
<td>Ultra lift</td>
<td>Anti-wrinkle cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adidas</td>
<td>Active skin care</td>
<td>After shave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max factor</td>
<td>Masterpiece</td>
<td>Mascara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotherm</td>
<td>Aquasource non stop</td>
<td>Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative</td>
<td>Zen Vision: M</td>
<td>MP3 Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>Performer, Jewel, Marathon</td>
<td>Vacuum cleaner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: English in product names: product adaptation advertising
Closely associated with the product, in that it expresses the identity of a brand and has a similar legal status, is the slogan of the advertisement (Piller, 2001: 160). A considerable portion of Polish product adaptation advertisements uses English to communicate the authoritative voice of the company. The English-only slogans occur mostly in the phrasal or sentential structures and are hardly ever accompanied by the Polish translation. One notable exception is the advertisement for Reebok sport shoes (Figure 3), where the company’s well known motto *I am what I am* has been followed by the Polish equivalent *jestem kim jestem* (All data referred to in this chapter can be found in the Appendix 2 in figures 3-58).

The use of English in the slogan of the advertisement has important strategic benefits in that it reinforces the global image of the company. In this respect, the English language performs a pivotal role in the promotional campaign by acting as the ‘master voice’ of the company, indexing authority, expertise and international recognition. Paramount to maintaining the linguistic supremacy of English is the employment of paralinguistic devices such as font shapes and colours, or the size of the print. In nearly all of the advertisements utilizing a product adaptation strategy, the foreign elements are visually enhanced, constituting the most salient component in their structural layout. This tendency can be observed in all domains of the advertisement, and in particular in the product and company naming (Figure 4) (Piller, 2001: 160).

English has been found to appear least often in the main body of the advertisement (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 528). However, as the data used in this study demonstrate, even the main text proves susceptible to foreign influences, revealing numerous examples of English loanwords and phrases incorporated in the grammar of the Polish language. The most common categories of words occurring in the body copy are product names, but also other lexical items employed to describe their distinctive characteristics. For instance, in the advertisement for cosmetics released by the American company Avon (Figure 5), as many as 13 words are of English origin. These include established borrowings such as *liposuction* or *lifting*, indicative of the phonological and flectional patterns of Polish (*liposukcji, liftingujaca*). The presence of such words in the Polish text
cannot be explained by reference to the *deficit hypothesis* which presupposes the existence of the lexical gap (Kachru, 1994: 138). The English terms, although widely known in cosmetic parlance, can be easily replaced by the Polish equivalents such as *odsysanie tłuszczu* or *wygladzanie skóry*. One of the plausible explanations for the use of the English word *liposuction* was an attempt to mitigate the unpleasant experience of treatment evoked by the highly descriptive and overtly direct Polish equivalent *odsysanie tłuszczu*. In this particular case, English performs the function of *euphemism*, rendering the text as less shocking and hence socially acceptable (Chlopicki and Swiatek, 2000: 162).

Another instance of English borrowing, which illustrates the scale of its penetration, can be noticed in the information section of the advertisement. Here, an unusually long English product name: *A new Clinical Lift And Tuck Professional Body Shaper*, occurs as a subject of the Polish sentence. The blending of two languages in the same utterance creates a highly comical effect, drawing attention to the unnaturalness of the message. The advertisement can also evoke alienation if it is read by a person who does not speak English, or even generate strongly negative reactions such as anxiety or aggression (Chlopicki and Swiatek, 2000: 451-504).

Finally, the last section of the main text starts with the compound *vacue shape*, preceded by the Polish word *technologia* (technology). The phrase illustrates a common strategy employed in the Polish code-mixed texts where the foreign (English) code serves to emphasize the innovative characteristics of the product. The English term is usually incorporated in the Polish grammar and preceded by the local equivalents of the hi-tech terms like *complex, formula, technology* or *system*. (kompleks, fomula, technologia, system).

### 4.2 The English-Polish mix
The largest segment of the advertisements notable for linguistic diversity includes products manufactured by domestic companies. Polish advertisers and marketers employ English mixing as a linguistic strategy to attract the attention of the potential customers.
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and increase their appetite for buying their product. The presence of English has been noticed in all structural domains of the advertisement. The overall majority of code-mixed texts exploit the emotional appeal of the global tongue by using it in the names of their products. A close examination of the product names in the domestically constructed messages contained within my data indicates that 84% of the Polish products carry English or English-sounding names. These include advertisements for cosmetics, medicines, vitamins, diet supplements, clothes, cellular phones, food or washing detergents.

Most commonly the products bear original English names, retaining its phonological and orthographic properties. For instance, the Polish cosmetics company Joanna launched a new product line for body depilation called sensual (Figure 6). The English name, additionally enhanced by visual clues, appears to serve as an attention getter, imparting an aura of prestige and elegance to a nationally produced product.

However, a growing number of Polish companies adopt their English names or even promotional campaigns in order to attract a wider range of customers, including those whose level of proficiency in English is not sufficiently high. This has given rise to original and often idiosyncratic modes of code-mixing representative of the Polish commercial milieu, such as the assignment of the suffix -ex to Polish common nouns or proper names (Figure 7). Thus, Damex from dama, a Polish word for lady, which identifies the products of the local clothing company.

In general, two categories of Polish advertisements can be distinguished here which manifest different levels of linguistic sophistication. The first group employs English in its original form or exploits its meaning potential through creative word plays or deliberate rule violations. Such advertisements can only be fully understood by a small portion of society. As will be shown in later sections, the most common product categories favouring refined and elaborate language usage include cosmetics and fashion items.
In contrast, the second type of Polish advertisements uses simple English or English-inspired words or morphemes to enhance the visual appeal of the product, giving the least educated segments of society the impression that the product is being produced by international companies. Very often the name assigned to such products does not correspond to the type of business run by the company and may even evoke unfortunate associations. An example of such linguistic mishap can be seen in Figure 8 featuring fashion advertisement for the recent spring/summer clothing collection. The company, which targets specifically female audience, uses a trademark Leeloo to advertise its apparel products. Interestingly, for a person who speaks very little or no English, the advertisement may connote positive images and emotions, pointing to the product’s selectiveness, exclusiveness and international quality standards. Similar to the first group of advertisements representative of linguistic refinery and sophistication, the simple ads feature products mainly in the fashion and cosmetics industries, but also medicines produced by Polish pharmaceutical companies.

4. 3 The use of English loanwords in the Polish cosmetics industry

English mixing is the most favoured linguistic strategy adopted by Polish cosmetic giants. It is used in naming of a variety of beauty products. For instance, the company Soraya (Figure 9) employs an English phrase Beauty Creator to advertise its new line of cosmetics to the Polish audience. The use of Anglicisms can be seen also in the name of the product (Morpho Krem), which provides an interesting example of hybridization through compounding. (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004). The two foreign elements appearing in the headline and the wrapper of the advertisement are the English word morph, pointing to the unique characteristics of the newly launched cream, followed by the long-established borrowing krem. Both terms illustrate varying degrees of linguistic adaptation, which can be inferred from two different styles of orthographic representation. While the first word retains original English spelling, playing a key role as an attention catcher, the second one shows evidence of orthographic assimilation, conforming to the rules of the Polish language.
Important from the linguistic point of view, but also as an illustration of the promotional strategies commonly employed by the advertisement writers, is the headline of the text which reads: *Nowa generacja inteligentnych Morho Kremow* (‘A new generation of intelligent morho-creams’). The line, which sounds like a semantic calque from the English phrase *a new generation*, contains hyperbole and personification as its main selling incentives. The exaggerated claim involves the use of the word *new*, which implies unique product’s characteristics, highlighting its superiority compared to other competitive brands. The ‘Unique Selling Proposition’ is achieved also through the product endorsement strategy. This is done by using a famous celebrity, here a well-known Polish model, to make a product recommendation (Vestergaard and Schroder, 1985: 58-67). In addition, the advertisement makes use of personification by ascribing typically human attributes, such as intelligence, to an inanimate object, here an anti-wrinkle cream (Knowles and Moon, 2006: 109-112). The cream is not only presented as intelligent, acquiring agency typical of the human beings, but is also seen as geometric, which violates ‘selectional restrictions’ between the noun and its modifier (Bhatia, 1992: 210).

Another feature of code mixing observed in Polish magazine advertising is the use of highly technical or pseudo-scientific terms that originate from English. The tendency to rely on foreign codes, mostly English, to describe a product’s characteristics, has already been attested with regard to the product adaptation ads. The most common loans employed in the original Polish advertisements include the already mentioned *system*, as shown in the promotional campaign of the cosmetics company Dermika (*Anti-Aging Aqua-Capillary System*) (Figure 10). But also many others like the highly scientific *serum* used in the advertisement for Dr Irena’s products (*Tricellux Serum*) (Figure 11), as well as other English or English-inspired words indicating medical properties of the products (*Kompleks Proslimigen, Collagenage, Capilaril*) (Knowles and Moon, 2006: 112). In nearly all of the advertisements examined in this study, the highly technical English terms are accompanied by a Polish paraphrase, which indicates doubt and concern about the audience’s proficiency in English (Piller, 2001: 163). What follows from the analysis is the implication that the use of English fulfils mainly socio-
psychological effects, and is thus commonly employed to evoke connotations of professionalism and medical expertise. The Polish company Dax Cosmetics utilizes English borrowings also for cosmetic reasons by placing it in the picture of the advertisement (Figure 12). The foreign elements that appear in the informational as well as visual part of the promotional message are cosmetic surgery terms such as liposuction, biodermabrasion, lift-bum up, pump-bust-up etc.

4.4 English and the prestige factor: Polish fashion advertisements

Equally rich in bilingual manifestations is the fashion discourse where English is often employed as the dominant voice of the advertisement. A growing number of national clothing companies choose to communicate with their public partially or entirely through English in a deliberate attempt to improve their commercial status or boost international recognition. For instance, the recent advertisement by the Polish company Simple (Figure 13), aimed exclusively at the Polish audience, utilizes English in the most salient parts of its promotional text. The English terms include the name of the company (Simple), but also other elements providing description of the type of the business (clothing company), as well as product’s characteristics (creative). Similarly, in the promotional campaign for the fashion items made by the company from Lodz (Figure 14), the English language appears in the central message of the text as a single word term (spring/summer), nominal phrase (young collection), but more interestingly, in the form of acronyms, symbols and abbreviations (V & BIS). The presence of the letter V or the symbol &, both of which remain in breach of the Polish writing conventions, adds distinctly global flavour to the essentially indigenous business.

In contrast, the function of Polish in both code-mixed texts has been relegated to a mere transmission of factual information such as details of contact or availability. By appearing in the salient parts of the advertisements, the English vernacular has been made the central voice of the company, imbuing the commercial texts with desired qualities such as authority and competence (Piller, 2006: 159-63).
The prominent position of English in Polish fashion discourse can be explained by reference to its symbolic function as well as global appeal and international recognition. As previous studies have already demonstrated, English serves as an index of modernization, prestige and technological superiority (Martin, 2002: 382). It is used in promotional texts as a strategic device to evoke associations with glamour, novelty and innovative design, markedly increasing the selling value of the advertised commodity. The appeal of English appears to be even greater in the less affluent countries such as Poland, and can be seen as corresponding to the country’s desire for Westernization and Internationalization. Similar view is expressed by Masavisut et al (1986: 2004) who examined the role of English in Thai media. The researchers observe that the products originating from the more developed countries are often seen by the poorer nations as superior and thus more credible. Consequently, the incorporation of English loanwords into the rhetoric of Polish advertising helps to create the image of the company as ‘competent and chic’, implying that it is part of the international business scene (Piller, 2001: 161)

4.5 The creative use of English

In addition to producing socio-psychological effects and evoking modern connotations, the English language serves an important role as a source of linguistic creativity and innovation. A few advertisements included in my data exploit multiple meanings of English or challenge its grammatical and orthographic conventions. For instance, in the promotional campaign for the fashion items, the Polish company Re-served (Figure 15) uses the English slogan: every moment re-reserved for me to create a double meaning. The line, which complements the picture of an attractive young woman raising arms in a gesture of contentment, plays on the pun of reserved. In the literal sense, the slogan conveys the concept of time, personal freedom and self-government. Its symbolic meaning involves using the company’s name as part of the promotional message. The creative use of language can also be observed in the brand name of this fashion line, which might be read as a single unit reserved, or a two-part lexical item composed of the prefix -re and the term served (re-served). The reading of the name as made of two
elements additionally reinforces the philosophy of the company, indicating excellent service standards.

Other instances of non-literal language usage were found in the promotional text of the Polish bicycle producer Kross (Figure 16). Here, the English language functions as a valuable linguistic resource, occurring in the name of the company, but also in the slogan and the headline of the advertisement. The use of English in the brand-naming illustrates an example of local accommodation, where a foreign language undergoes a process of linguistic adaptation conforming to the rules of the receiving language (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 541-43). With respect to the company’s brand name Kross, the change involves only orthographic modifications: thus kross instead of cross. The presence of the global tongue in the text of the Polish company is mostly visible at the phrasal and sentential level, where English is shown to be polysemous, connoting multiple meanings and associations. For instance, the core meaning of the slogan we move people corresponds to the type of business run by the company which deals with the production of bicycles. However, there are other senses of the word move which we can infer from the slogan, like the one which refers to provoking certain feelings and emotions such as happiness or admiration (Cambridge Advance Learner’s Dictionary, 2006)

The use of wordplay or figurative speech in the promotional campaigns reveals a purposeful strategy aimed at enhancing the memorability of the advertisement, leading to a better product recall (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 539). Adhering to linguistic codes other than the local language brings additional benefits in that it inhibits automatic data processing, which consequently improves the chances of retrieving the commercial statements from the memory (Piller, 2001: 163).

Equally challenging for the advertisers worldwide is the task of attracting the audience’s attention. One way of generating the public’s interest and arousing their curiosity in the advertised product is by breaking the norms of ‘visual, social, and linguistic usages’ (Ustinova and Bhatia, 2005: 501). An example of deliberate rule violations can be seen in the recent promotional campaign by Sunsetsuits (Figure 17), a famous Polish fashion creator for men, where the limits of the English grammar have been intentionally
transgressed to produce special psycholinguistic effects. The slogan of the advertisement, written at the bottom of the page, contains an erroneous imperative structure: be culture, instead of the correct form be cultured, as dictated by the rules of the English grammar. Other elements missing from the text, most likely to increase the visual appeal of the message and to evoke a sense of ambiguity, are two digits pointing to the year of the newest collection. The consequence of this innovative technique is a maximum allure for the product, achieved through a simple linguistic strategy based on grammatical incongruity. In addition to succumbing to the global power of English, the advertisement conveys also nationalistic themes, which can be inferred from the colours used to represent the Polish national flag, as well as the jumbo-sized headline which translates as: ‘we dress our people’ (Ubieramy naszych).

The advertisement for a recent CD collection released by the Polish radio station RMF (Figure 18) shows creative use of English, which, similar to the earlier cases, serves as an important source of linguistic violations. The headline of the promotional text, which translates as: ‘this is max’ (to jest max), includes an interesting example of ‘truncation’, commonly found in the Japanese English (Stanlaw in Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 541). Here, the item which undergoes shortening is the English adjective maximal, spelt with a triple x and in big capital letters. The unusual graphology of the word makes it the most conspicuous element of the advertisement, creating special visual effects employed to capture the attention of the magazine reader. The next line of the advertisement reads: The best of RMF max vol. 2, followed by another eye-catcher: maxymalna muza na maxymalnej składance, which in English could be translated as: ‘maximal music with a maximal cd mix’. Here, in contrast to the earlier usage, the borrowed item has been presented in its entirety, following the assignment of the Polish gender and number markers: thus maxymalna muza. What is most striking about the phrase, however, is the lack of semantic congruity between the noun and its modifier, showing a breach in the selectional restrictions (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 540). The adjective maximal is most commonly applied for the expression of quantity or degree and has as its main collocates words such as rate, velocity and activity (The Bank of English). The use of the English loanword together with the words like music or cd mix serves a similar function to that
performed by the value-judgement adjectives, employed to imbue the products with a ‘glowingly attractive description’ (Leech in Bhatia and Ustinova, 2005: 498).

In sum, the role played by English, as observed in the already mentioned examples, is aptly characterized by Bhatia (1992: 196) who notices that:

‘Language mixing (...) is likely to exploit those untapped possible limits of either the mixed-language grammar or the absorbing-language grammar which introduces innovative and creative effects into advertisements’.

4.6 The local identity of English: processes and tendencies of mixing English in Polish advertising

Similar to the findings obtained in previous studies, the analysis reveals that the impact of Englishization on the rhetoric of Polish advertising reaches beyond the level of lexical borrowing (Bhatia, 1992; Ustinova and Bhatia, 2005) and encompasses more complex linguistic phenomena such as hybridization in compounding or syntactic transference. Apart from changing the formal and structural characteristics of Polish, the global tongue is itself strongly subjected to the influence of the local vernacular, which can be viewed with respect to different linguistic components such as phonology, orthography, morphology or syntax.

Those formal features that imbue Polish code-mixed texts with a distinctively local flavour represent three major categories and will be discussed under the following headings: compounding, affixation and morphological adaptations.

4.6.1 Compounding

Polish promotional texts display a strong tendency to combine different linguistic codes in the names of the advertised products, with the main goal of enhancing their international appeal. Regarding the corpus of local advertising, the most frequently occurring compounds include an English/Polish mix, as well as constructions composed of English and other elements, visibly influenced by its writing conventions. Examples representing the first group of compound words are the following:
panorama look (Figure 19), gapa fashion (Figure 20), talia fitness (*waist) (Figure 21), eva natura (*nature) (Figure 22), opona Excellence(*tyre) (Figure 23) and collection Adam (Figure 24).

In the majority of cases, the compound words can be seen to follow the English pattern of word formation, with the first noun acting as a qualifier. Constructions with two nouns, where the first one performs the function typically held by Polish adjectival modifiers, sound unnatural to a Polish speaker. The last two examples conform to the rules of Polish grammar which allows for postnominal modifications. However, the last compound is neither well formed in Polish nor English. The use of the Polish structure necessitates adding inflectional ending to the noun (kolekcja Adama), whereas the English version requires reversal word order (Adam collection).

What is more interesting, the lexical choices made by the designers of the following names produce equally unfortunate results. For instance, the Polish word gapa is a colloquial term used to describe someone who is scatterbrained or foolish (Polish Dictionary Ling pl). Similarly, the combination of words such as waist and fitness sounds bizarre as for a single product name. So does the ‘quality noun’ excellence seem not the best lexical option for the product category such as car tyres.

The second group of compounds comprises names composed of English or English-inspired words and morphemes such as the following:

Mollon Cosmetics, Mollon Medic (Figure 25), Kazar Collection (Figure 26), lipidio end (Figure 27) and lipocell bloker (*blocker) (Figure 28), Nivelazione woman (Figure 29).

Here, the influence of English is visible already at the sublexical level through the use of letters or consonant clusters which defy the rules of the Polish orthographic system (Nivelazione, Mollon). In some cases it is hard to tell if the names are in fact English, or inspired by other languages, including Polish (Kazar, Nivelazione, lipidio).
4.6.2 Affixation

Another manifestation of Englishization, which makes for its essentially local variety, shows itself through the process of affixation. Added to the English words or morphemes, and more often to the roots of Polish lexical items, certain groups of letters function as a marker of innovation and modernity. These include English prefixes *max* or *maxi*, as in *maxgrip*, *maxivision*, or *maxivit* (Figures 30, 31, 32), suffixes *ax/ex*, such as *coldrex*, *regulax*, *damex* and *nizax med* (Figures 7, 33, 34), as well as - *al/-ic* and - *ative*, as exemplified by the words: *normative*, *preventic*, *effectival* (Figures 35, 36, 37). Very often the affix is linked to a nonsense morpheme, as in *nizax med*, creating the impression that the name of the product is in fact of English origin.

An opposed trend can be observed in the names of the following cosmetics and medications: *basic a*, *perfect a*, *calma* (Figures 38, 39, 40), where essentially English roots have been enriched with a Polish inflectional marker – *a*. The use of the Polish ending illustrates the workings of the accommodation strategy, employed to prepare the Polish audience for the intake of English and, if necessary, to alleviate its adverse effects by eliminating negative associations. It is precisely in this nativized form that the dual role of English is best captured and demonstrated, pointing to its complex function as a vehicle for unification and diversification. By adopting the innovative linguistic features in their promotional campaigns, Polish advertisement writers solve the problem of standardization and localization at the same time, enabling English to play the role which Bhatia and Ritchie (2004: 543) refer to as *glocalization*.

4.6.3 Morphological adaptations

The last category indicative of linguistic hybridity reveals considerable experimentation with morphology. Here, the significant position of English as the main donor language can be seen in the concentration of parts of words, or the actual English terms combined with other elements such as:

*apptrim, aplefit, menoplant, allertec, vitapil*, *bactum, revalid, kalms* (Figures 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48).
This group of product names shows relatively little unity with respect to its writing conventions. Sometimes the words involved follow orthographic rules of the Polish language (aple, pil, kalms). In some other cases, the names contain letters or consonant clusters untypical of the Polish spelling (vita, revalid, apptrim, allertec).

Mixing of English in Polish brand-naming, effected through the processes of compounding, affixation or morphological modification, adds distinctively innovative features to the Polish commercial texts, creating maximum appeal for the products and the company. As Friedrich (2002: 24) rightly observes: ‘Instead of one language, with an already tired set of combinations, one ends up having two codes available, which makes for an entirely new set of possible combinations’.

However, extreme caution should be taken when designing names for the products or businesses in order to avoid unfortunate scenarios, which, at worst, may result in a major loss of interest in particular products or services. As Chlopicki and Swiatek (2000, 30-31) aptly observe, product and company names are the most permanent parts of the advertisement. A failure in making the right lexical choice may bring serious economic consequences. The researchers recognize enormous potential in the naming practice, pointing to the fact that product names arouse considerable emotion and activate associations, as well as attitudes in the mind of the reader.
### Affixation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>English/Polish</th>
<th>English/Other</th>
<th>Morphological modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max/ia</td>
<td>ax/ex</td>
<td>eva natura</td>
<td>kazar collection</td>
<td>English-inspired words or morphemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxivit</td>
<td>regulax</td>
<td>panorama look</td>
<td>mollon cosmetics</td>
<td>aptrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxivision</td>
<td>damex</td>
<td>talia fitness</td>
<td>nivelazione woman</td>
<td>aplefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxgrip</td>
<td>nizax med</td>
<td>gapa fashion</td>
<td>lipidio end</td>
<td>menoplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ative/al/ic</td>
<td></td>
<td>opona excellence</td>
<td>mollon medic</td>
<td>vitapil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>collection adam</td>
<td>lipocell bloker</td>
<td>allertec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bactum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>revalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kalms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Compounding

- root + a
- basic
- calma
- perfecta

### 4.7 Discourse domains of English in Polish advertising

The presence of English in the discourse of Polish advertising has been acknowledged with respect to a large number of product categories. Of all the product domains that mostly favour the use of English, cosmetics and beauty products take the most prominent place, with medicines and clothing following shortly after. What is interesting, English appears to be the most preferred linguistic strategy used for the promotion of mobile phones (Figures 49, 50, 51, 52). It should be noted, however, that the product types examined here have been largely determined by the choice of the medium. The analysis of written press other than the magazine issues investigated in this study may challenge the present findings, both with regard to the type of loans, as well as the number of their occurrences.

With respect to the culturally sensitive domains such as food or household products, there appears to be no more barriers for English to overcome. Advertisements promoting washing detergents (Figure 53) or national food such as sauces (Figure 54), drinks, juices
(Figures 55, 56) or beer, (Figure 57), show the use of English or English-inspired words or phrases in the names of their products, as well as packaging. What is more, even in such casual themes, the code-mixed texts reveal features of innovation and creativity. For instance, the leading Polish rice company Sonko (Figure 58) exploits similarity between the English term *sun* and its Polish diminutive equivalent *slonko* to create denotationally rich trademark *sonko*. The following results with respect to the product categories utilized by English echoes the core findings obtained by Bhatia (1992: 204), pointing to a large number of discourse domains highly accessible to the global vernacular.

### 4.8 Motivational factors

The extensive diffusion of English in the global media, but also the scale of its penetration with respect to different language components, is unprecedented in the history of linguistic imperialism. The reasons for the accelerated contacts between English and other languages are numerous and complex and should be considered against the historical and political backgrounds of these countries (Kachru, 1994: 138).

As regards Poland, the linguistic landscape of this former communist state has been profoundly shaped through the power and influence of the Russian dictatorship. The remarkable expansion of English within the Polish commercial milieu in the last decade can be seen as a direct reflection of the country’s economic, political and technological transformations. In this view the influence of English illustrates the workings of the *dominance hypothesis*, implying the existence of the advanced culture which acts as a donor source for the receiving language (Kachru, 1994: 138). The influx of the foreign capital in the countries of the former communist block, including changes in technologies and communication, has contributed significantly to the rapid rise of English usage in numerous functional domains such as business, science, computers, tourism, media, advertisements etc (Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas in Dushku, 1998, 370). The foreign influence on the Polish market can be observed in particular in the advertisement sector, which after 1989 became a profit target for international companies capitalizing on the economic instability of Poland. The modern economic realia of the third Republic of Poland are well illustrated by Moczarski (2005, 1) who notices that:
‘After years of communism, Poles can at last benefit from free-market economy. They are often ready to spend beyond their means, only to acquire brand-name goods (..), they follow advertising offers with great interest, much greater than people in the West, where many consumers are already tired of competition between companies’.

After an initial burst of enthusiasm related to buying products made by the international giants, Poles have been gradually losing interest in the promotional campaigns, treating them with indifference or often completely ignoring their presence (Rabikowska, 2005: 4). However, the significantly high number of international advertisements (51%), as may be inferred from this study, indicates the country’s still non-competitive production environment, reflecting its gradual transition towards a free market.

Owing to the specific socio-economic conditions of Poland resultant from the years of political disintegration, the role of English extends far beyond its functional and pragmatic considerations. Apart from being used as a language of wider communication for the purpose of global advertising, the English language symbolizes a return to the Western world, acting as a communication bridge between the West and the formerly communist East. Fifty years of the communist regime imbued English with the symbolic value of freedom, liberty and political success. The demise of the Soviet domination additionally exposed an urgent need for speaking a mutually comprehensible tongue, the role which has been given to the English language (Fonzari, 1999: 39-40).

In addition to serving as a lingua franca in the global context, English often becomes a strategic choice of Polish manufacturers, appearing in the names or packages of the local products. What is more, some of these products such as medicines or clothes are frequently targeted to indigenous populations. The abundance of English usage can be justified with reference to the ‘developing nations’ phenomenon (Masavisut et al, 1986: 204), but also by social reasons as English connotes modernity, prestige and innovation. Regarding the first motivation, English brand names indicate superior quality standards and are commonly used as a device to signal credibility of the product and company. Sometimes the use of English reveals a purposeful strategy to globalize the brand, leading
the public to believe that it has genuinely international origin. This globalized rhetoric, with English often representing the central voice of the company, is a popular marketing technique employed to manipulate the public into buying a particular product (Piller, 153: 161).

In the Polish case, the extensive use of English can be seen also as an attempt to liberate itself from certain stereotypes that carry typically negative connotations from the past. By participating in a different linguistic reality, the Polish audience can finally abandon the communist leftovers, entering the world of universal values underlying consumptive societies in general (Chlopicki and Swiatek, 2000: 17). It has been noticed by many scholars that the employment of English in the discourse of global advertising rarely pertains to British or American themes. Rather, it is used to express nonnational concepts associated with social advance and globalization, instead of conveying culture-specific values as characteristic of English-speaking communities. This point is aptly summarised by Kachru (1994: 135) who observes that ‘English has acquired distinct sociolinguistic identities as an additional language: British and American identities form only a part of a larger group of identities’.

The incorporation of English into Polish promotional texts does not result from the lack of adequate terminology, which corresponds with the premise of the deficit hypothesis (Kachru, 1994: 138). As shown in examples in the same chapter, new terms could easily be coined or existing words employed instead of relying on the global rhetoric. However, as pointed out by Bhatia (1992: 195), this would not produce the same persuasive effects as when expressed by the English equivalent. It is precisely the socio-psychological effects evoked by the global tongue that motivate English-based bilingualism. These include associations with prestige, sophistication, modernization, expensiveness, technological and industrial innovations, novelty, globalization, internationalism, standardization, to name just a few (Bhatia, 1992: 204). The powerful appeal of English is thus implicitly reinforced by its perception as an ‘effective code of communication’ (Kachru, 1994: 141). This view is supported by Ross (1997: 31) who notices that ‘English is today seen as an attractive and fashionable language’.
The advantage from mixing English in Polish advertising consists also in its potential for creating double meanings or allowing for multiple interpretations, which introduces special effects into advertisements (Ustinova, 2005: 499). The innovative appeal of code-mixed texts is often achieved via processes of linguistic accommodation, where English is seen to take on formal characteristics of the Polish language.

In sum, the growing popularity of English in the Polish promotional campaigns can be explained by reference to its pragmatic function as the single most important language of global advertising, as well as social and attitudinal reasons underlying an essentially Polish desire for Westernization and Internationalization.
CHAPTER 5

5. Conclusion

The present study examines some of the key works in code-mixing research in contemporary global advertising, focusing on the quantitative and qualitative aspects of English usage characteristic of Polish commercial setting. From the above analysis it can be inferred that the English language plays a pivotal role in the re-emerging Polish advertising, providing an adequate reflection of the country’s transition towards a free-market economy.

As the data in this study indicate, 90% of the magazine advertisements incorporate two or more linguistic codes. The vast majority of the ads studied employ English (79%), with Polish monolingual texts comprising only a small fraction of the data (10%). These include advertisements for national food such as yogurts, instant soups, chocolates, mineral water, seasonings, but also shoes, electrical appliances and cars. The amount of data presented in this analysis proves insufficient to determine the essentially Polish product domains. It is satisfactory, however, to point to the effective diffusion of English in the most culture-bound product categories such as beer, drinks, juices, sauces or washing detergents. Of all the product domains that mostly favour the use of English, cosmetics, medicines, clothes, but also mobile phones targeted to the national audience take the most prominent place. It has been mentioned already that the results regarding the relationship between the product type and the language choice may change depending on the medium studied, including characteristics of the implied reader.

With respect to the structure of Polish advertising, the presence of English has been noticed in nearly all structural components of the advertisements, with product names and labelling indicating the most usage of the foreign code. As the analysis reveals, as many as 84% of the Polish products carry English or English-sounding names. These are often subject to the processes of local adaptation, indicating unique modes and standards for mixing English in Polish commercial discourse.
In general, the dissertation distinguishes two types of Polish advertisements which manifest different levels of linguistic sophistication. The first group uses simple English, or English inspired words or morphemes employed to enhance the visual appeal of the advertising text and to create modern connotations. The second category includes advertisements notable for complex and elaborate structures, exploiting multiple meanings and interpretations, experimenting with orthography, or deliberately violating stylistic and grammatical conventions of English. This group of promotional texts has been found to make use of persuasive devices typically observed in the global discourse of advertising such as hyperbole, metaphor, puns, constructions with value-judgment adjectives etc (Vestegaard and Schroder, 1985: 58-65). The visible similarity in structures and promotional techniques used to create interest in the advertised commodity, points to a growing influence of the Western discourse on the rhetoric of Polish advertising. After an unnatural break hindering the evolution of the advertising discourse, the Polish commercial sector has had to compensate for the time delay at an unusually high speed (Chlopicki and Swiatek, 2000: 19). This often involves borrowing the already established and well-developed patterns from the neighbouring discourses.

The most conspicuous manifestation of Anglicization, as can be seen from the collected samples, occurs at the lexical level in the form of single lexical items, usually brand names or nominal phrases, often employed to emphasize the innovative characteristics of the product. The most preferred category of loans contained within the discourse of magazine advertising includes technical and pseudo-scientific terms such as system, technology, formula or serum. The incorporation of such words in the grammar of the Polish language reveals a common translation pattern adopted by Polish copywriters. The topic still remains an open area for investigation for translators and linguists alike. Similarly, more research is necessary to identify quantitative and qualitative aspects of English mixing in Polish advertising, such as the type and number of English loanwords. In this study it was only possible to briefly outline some major trends and tendencies that occur in the commercial discourse of Poland. The analysis opens a general discussion on the typological differences between English and Polish, investigating an essentially Polish dimension of the English-based bilingualism. The influence of the global tongue is
particularly prevalent in the phonological, orthographic, semantic and morphological levels of the language, with a few examples of advertisements pointing to a syntactic transference. All these issues have yet to be fully addressed, including the ever-changing face of English as a consequence of local accommodation.

Finally, the paper attempts to define motivations and attitudes governing the linguistic behaviour of modern-day Poland. It has been implied that the growing popularity of English in the Polish commercial setting pertains to its prominent position as the single most important language of global advertising. However, the ubiquitous spread of the global tongue in the promotional texts of Polish indigenous companies reveals other reasons, such as the essentially national desire for prestige, modernization and Westernization.
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Figure 1: Straight extension A
Figure 2: Straight extension B
Figure 3: Straight extension C
Innowacja w nawilżaniu skóry.

Superdefense™ Triple Action Moisturizer.

Lepsza przyszłość dla Twojej skóry.

Krem nawilżający, który pomaga zapobiegać przedwczesnemu starzeniu się skóry dzięki zastosowaniu najnowszych technologii Clinique.

Niweluje szkodliwe działanie wolnych rodników.
Wspomaga naturalne systemy obronne skóry.
Dzięki zastosowaniu filtra przeciwsłonecznego SPF 25 neutralizuje szkodliwy wpływ promieniowania UVA i UVB. Dostępny w trzech wariantach, w zależności od typu skóry.

Przetestowane alergologicznie. W 100% bezzapachowe.
clinique.com

Figure 4: Product adaptation strategy
Figure 5: Polish monolingual advertisement
Odkryj najnowsze trendy współczesnej kosmetologii

Rewolucyjny system nawilżająco-przeciwzmarszczkowy

Młodość
w kremie zamiast zastrzyku
Linia AA Plus Age Expert z kompleksem BOTOX-like likwiduje zmarszczki mimiczne.

30+ Skalpel w słoiku
Linia AA Plus New Skin DHEA odnowia i regeneruje skórę.
HIT! Zestaw domowej mikrodermabracji.

40+ Rzeźbiarz
konturów twojej twarzy
Linia AA Plus MorphoCreator działa intensywnie ujednolniając i liftingując. NOWOŚĆ! Krem do skóry wokół oczu.

50+ Produkty rekomendowane przez Polskie Towarzystwo Dermatologiczne

Figure 6: English in Polish advertising
NOWY ZAPACH OD CHANEL

CHANEL i perfumerie Douglas zapraszają do odkrycia nowego damskiego zapachu:

ALLURE SENSUELLE - zmysłowej i uwodzicielskiej interpretacji zapachu ALLURE.

Odkryj nowy zniewalający naturalnością i zmysłowością zapach w perfumeriach Douglas.

Figure 7: Code-mixing of Polish and French
Figure 8: Advertisement with a slogan and brand name in Italian
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Figure 1

Audi A4 już za 51 200 zł *

Już z połowy poniedziałku możesz uza=pkac 50% zniżkę. Tak samo postępujemy, przedstawiając Ci najnowszą ofertę Audi! Teraz wybrany model pojazdu w połowie ceny, aż do wyjazdu z salonu. Model Audi A4 Limousine lub Avant, Płacisz za auta 51 200 zł, a otrzymujesz całe auto. Resztę zapłacisz po roku, bez procentów i odsetek. ** Promocja! Twój Audi może także zostać wzbogacony pakietami wyposażenia dodatkowego Komfort lub Sport w bardzo promocyjnej cenie.

Audi A4. Dbanie o Twój zadowolenie. Stuprocentowe!

* Oferta dla klientów Audi A4 Limousine 1.8 TDI KM w kredycie 50/50.
** OFERA do Audi A4 Limousine 1.8 TDI KM w kredycie 50/50, w kwestii 1-100 KM wynosi 10,5% i zasięgu brał w skład objętych podzamów niski staw. Uwaga zasięgu: dojazd do miejsca w okresie strefy (wokół strefy) kierownictwa.
To dzięki poniedziałkowym porankom są piątkowe wieczory

Bierzesz życie w swą ręce, aby poczuć je naprawdę intensywnie. Dajesz z siebie wraz więcej i widzisz, że coraz więcej do Ciebie wraca. To właśnie te chwile, kiedy wszystko jest dokładnie takie, jak pragniesz, a jedynie co czujesz to czysta radość. To właśnie daje Ci BMW. Niepowtarzalny silnik zachwyca dynamiką pracy, układ jazdy zapewnia całkowitą kontrolę nad drogą. Niepowtarzalna radość z jazdy.

Poniej naszą ofertę i przekonaj się, jak zaskakująco łatwo dopasować ją do swoich potrzeb i możliwości. Dodatkowo stworzymy Ci niezwykłe dogodne warunki finansowania. Skontaktuj się z nami i poznam szczegóły.

BMW X3 już od 1.502,24 zł netto miesięcznie*

*BMW X3 2.0i: cena brutto od 192,000 zł/N – BMW Leasing, opłata wotum 36%, okres leasingu 48 miesięcy, maksymalny przebieg roku do 36,000 km. Oferta ważna do 30 czerwca 2023.
jeszcze my tak równi.

i on w każdym razie... jestem... jak jestem...
Figure 4
Wymodelowane ciało bez liposukcji.

Kuracja wyszczuplająco-liftingująca brzuch i pośladki
Anew Clinical Lift And Tuck Professional Body Shaper
modeluje sylwetkę jak niewidoczny gorset.

Oparty na zaawansowanej Technologii Vacue Shape
spłaszcza brzuch i podnosi pośladki w zaledwie 12 tygodni.

Technologia Vacue-Shape
przyspiesza metabolizm komórkowy
i spalanie tłuszczu, stymuluje produkcję kolagenu i elastyny,
zmieniając strukturę skóry.

Skontaktuj się ze Śwoją Konsultantką,
zadzwoń na infolinii 0 801 353 393*
(8.00-23.00) od poniedziałku do piątku lub
według rejestru www.avon.com.pl
* Koszt połączenia 35 gr za każde 3 minuty.

Figure 5
Sensual. Nowoczesna linia kosmetyków przeznaczonych do depilacji ciała.
Efekt AKSAMITNIE glądeckiej skóry.

Kiedy liczy się tylko on...
Zmysłowy dotyk

Figure 6
Nowa generacja inteligentnych Morpho Kremów

Inteligentna redukcja zmarzczek od wewnątrz skóry

Głębokie nawilżenie komórek z odbudową siatki kolagenowej skóry

Jak pięknie dziś wyglądaś?
Figure 10
WYSZCZUPLAJĄCA INNOWACJA W WALCE Z CELLULITEM

THICKLLUX™ SERUM to intensywna kuracja antycellulitowa w ampullkach, która w ciągu 14 dni zminimalizuje stopień zaawansowania cellulitu o 24%* bez masażu:

1. Kompleks Proslimigen™ redukuje grubość tkanki tłuszczowej i kształtuje kontury sylwetki
2. CoffeePro™ przyspiesza spalanie tłuszczu
3. Collagensae™ poprawia gładkość skóry
4. Capilaril™ wzmacnia nasadę krwionośne skóry.

*badanie metodą termografii

Centrum Naukowo-Badawcze Dr Irena Eris • Hotele SPA**** Dr Irena Eris • Kosmetyczne Instytuty Dr Irena Eris
Idealne kształty bez skalpela!

**IDEAL BODY**

Rewolucyjne kosmetyki do ciała naśladowujące efekty zabiegów chirurgii plasticznej.

**Rezultaty działania**:  
- *Liposuction Effect* ➔ widoczna redukcja cellulitu: 72% badanych, zmniejszenie obwodu uda o 3,3 cm, a obwodu brzucha aż o 4 cm.  
- *Biodermabrasion Effect* ➔ ewidentne zmniejszenie rozstępów: 80% badanych.  
- *Lift-bum-up* ➔ poprawa kształtu i wymodelowanie pośladków: 65% badanych.  
- *Pump-bust-up* ➔ powiększenie piersi nawet do 3 cm w obwodzie.
Figure 14
Figure 16
Figure 17
TO JEST MAXXX

THE BEST OF RMF MAXXX VOL. 2

MAXXXymalna muza na MAXXXXymalnej składance!

Wchodzisz w to?

2 CD + EKSTRA CD-ROM
z polskim demo gry
Commandos Strike Force

Patroni mediata:

Figure 18
NOWA FORMUŁA Z CERAMIDAMI
Panoramiczny wymiar rzęs!
Maksymalne podkreślenie i rozdzielanie na 360°

www.eveline.com.pl

Figure 19
Figure 20
Ujędrnienie, wyszczuplenie?

Talia fitness

odpowiedzią w SUPER CENIE!

Barwa Spółka z o.o. ul. J. Lea 210 a, 30-133 Kraków
tel.: (012) 637 42 84; fax: (012) 637 08 06
marketing@barwa.com.pl www.barwa.com.pl

Figure 21
Figure 22
OPONA Excellence
RZYTY SPOSoby BUDOWANIA ZAUFANIA

BEZPIECZENSTWO

OSIAGI

KOMFORT

Figure 23
Opatentowany system przypinania krawatu - Summer Tie®

KRAWATY Collection Adam

Figure 24

Preparat wzmacniający płytkę paznokci

Preparat do paznokci rozdważających się

Preparat intensywnie nawilżający

Figure 25
Odkryj intensywne wyszczuplanie

LIPIDIO END

Intensywnie wyszczuplający preparat aktywnie xela tkankę tłuszczową, blokuje odsłanianie uszczół w komórkach i zapobiega ich niągachowaniu. Idealnie modeluje sylwetkę, znacznie zmniejszając grubość tkanki tłuszczowej. Dodatkowo przeciwdziała awstowania rozstępów, które są częstym aspektom kuracji odchudzających oraz wyglądu już istniejącego.

WYŁĄCZNIE W APEKACH
www.dermedic.pl
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Figure 30

Figure 31

78
maxivit dla Niej

Jesteś kobietą aktywną!

Codzienna odpowiedzialna praca i mnóstwo domowych obowiązków...
A przecież masz jeszcze ochotę na gimnastykę, naukę języka i po prostu chwilę dla siebie!
Skąd wziąć na to wszystko siłę?
Sięgnij po MAXIVIT dla Niej, połączenie żeń-szenia, witamin i mineralów specjalnie dostosowanych do potrzeb organizmu kobiety. MAXIVIT dla Niej doda energii, wspomoże twoje siły fizyczne i psychiczne!
Otraz wszystko będzie prostsze!

SIŁA WYŻSZA

Figure 32
REGULAX®
Roślinny lek przyczyszczający.

- Poprawia perystaltykę jelit
- Ułatwia wypróżnienie
- Skuteczny przed badaniami radiologicznymi
- Skomponowany na bazie owoców i liści senesu oraz fig i śliwek

Tak lekko,
jak nigdy dotąd

Skład leku: Składniki czynne: pastylka Regulaxu zawiera 0,71 g Senae folium (liści senesu) 0,30 g Senae fructus (owoców senesu). Substancje pomocnicze: kwas sorbowy, glikol propylenowy, paraffina, tłuszcz utwardzony, monostearynian gliceryd, powdła śliwicowe, pasta figowa, cukier inwerstowany, sorbitol, kwas cytrynowy (bezodórny) aromat cytrynowy.

Wskazania do stosowania: W zaparciach w celu pobudzenia perystaltyki jelit i/lub utlenienia wypróżnienia. Jako środek przyczyszczający przed badaniami radiologicznymi.

Lek dostępny bez recepty.

Krewel Neuselbach Polska
ul. Dąbrowa 63 m. 24, 02-644 Warszawa
tel./fax (022) 844 55 00

Przed użyciem zapoznaj się z ulotką, która zawiera wskazania, przeciw- wskazania, dane dotyczące działań niepożądanych i drożdżowanie oraz informacje dotyczące stosowania produktu leczniczego, bądź skonsultuj się z lekarzem lub farmaceutą.

Figure 33
ŁUPIEŻ?
PROBLEM Z GŁOWY!

NIZAX MED
2% KETOKONAZOL

POTWIERDZONE BADANIA WŁASCIWOŚCI SZAMPONU
◆ Skutecznie usuwa przyczyny i zwalca objawy łupieżu
◆ Starannie oczyszczca i pielęgnowa skórę głowy
◆ Przywraca naturalny proces odnowy naskórka
◆ Zapewnia szybkie działanie
◆ Zapobiega nawrotom łupieżu

100ml GRATIS

Dobra cena!
27,50* za 200ml
saszetka za 2 zł

Producent:
Przedsiębiorstwo Produkcji Farmaceutycznej HASCO-LEK S.A.
51-131 Wrocław, ul. Żmigrodzka 242E, www.nizax.pl

Figure 34
Odkryj prawdziwy efekt

**EFFECTIVAL**

Odkrywcy krem ujędrniający zapewnia natychmiastowy efekt wygladzenia skóry. Wpływa na proces produkcji kolagenu, poprawia mikrocyrkulację i działa przeciwdrodniczo przez co kompleksowo opóźnia procesy starzenia skóry.

WYŁĄCZNIE W APTEKACH
www.dermedic.pl
Figure 36
Odkryj idealny wygląd skóry

NORMATIV
Normalizująco-matująca seria preparatów Dermedic Normativ skutecznie zwalca miejscowe niedoskonałości skóry, np. zaczerwienienia, błyszczenie, wykwity, miejscowe stany zapalne. Działo oczyszczające, regenerujące, przeciwzapalne i przeciwbójkowe. Skutecznie hamuje wydzielanie sebum. Łagodzi podrażnienia, wygląda na skórek.

WYŁĄCZNIE W APTEKACH
www.dermedic.pl

Figure 37
Figure 38
szida kobieta ceni dobrze pielęginię. Dlatego trzecie załóż na pielęgnację. Właśnie tak pielęguję kobiet pielęgnującej kosmetyki z linii Perfecta.

Jeśli Twój skóra potrzebuje silnego nawilżenia, sięgnij po nowe kremy Perfecta Nawilżanie z Sokiem Aloesowym wiatrem pomarańczowy, które nie tylko dostarczają skórze wilgoci, ale także usuwają pierwsze czarniki starzenia. Jeśli twoja skóra wydaje się chłodna, by jej cera odzyskać młodościową sprężyność i blask, poleć jej codzienną dawkę ekstraktu z soi zawartego w przeciwzmarszczkowym kremie Perfecta AgeControl 45+ Aktywna Soja.

Właściwości: Właściwości Perfecta Nawilżanie

DAX COSMETICS

Imię osobiste

Preparaty serii calma HLC HydroLipid Comfort aktywnie wspomagają system immunologiczny skóry. Już po 14 dniach kuracji podrażnienia zostają zmniejszone o 19,8%.*

* Skuteczność kremu biolipidowego potwierdzona badaniami lasercowymi wykonanymi in vivo w specjalistycznym laboratorium we Francji.

Justyna Bielewicz z Warszawy
Aplefit firmy Naturell (ok. 27 zł) to doskonałe uzupełnienie diety. Pobudzi nawet najbardziej leniwy metabolizm.

Figure 42

Menoplant Soy-a 40+

Wybrałam Menoplant Soy-a 40 + Tobie też polecam
Tadwa Releb - Sadorska

Młodość, która dojrzewa...

Figure 43
Przed użyciem zapoznaj się z ulotką, która zawiera wskaźniki, przeciwskazania, dane dotyczące działu, napięcia, doskonalenia, oraz informacje dotyczące stosowania produktu. Uzuwajć, bądź skonsultuj się z lekarzem lub farmaceutą.

Figure 44

Figure 35
z antybiotykiem
koniecznie
bactum
zawsze razem

1,6 mld bakterii probiotycznych:
Lactobacillus i Bifidobacterium.
- wskazany w okresie terapii antybiotykowej
- uzupełnia dietę w niezbędne
dla zdrowia kultury bakterii
- odnawia florę bakteryjną
przewodu pokarmowego

bactum
probiotyk

PROMOCJA!
Kupując Bactum
otrzymasz
Rutinacea
complete
30 tabletek gratis.

Pytaj w aptekach

Figure 46
Figure 47

Figure 48
TAKIE RZECZY
TYLKO W ERZE

Figure 49
Zestaw dla dwojga

Placisz 15 zł, masz dwie karty Simplus i 18 zł na rozmowy i SMS-y!
Ucieszy Cię cena, zaskoczy stawka w taryfie Easy - 25 gr/min. w sieci
Plus i na numery stacjonarne.

Sprzedali: 0 801 400 601
Szczegóły: www.simplus.pl

Figure 50
Twój Mix
porywająco lekki

Teraz 1 gr za SMS-a i abonament w wysokości 32 zł brutto, a do tego 30% więcej za każde doładowanie. Twój Mix to obciążenie, którego nawet nie zauważysz. Oferta Twój Mix sprawi, że będzie Ci łatwiej na duszy.

Przyszłość jest jasna, przyszłość to Orange

Figure 51
30 groszy za minutę
w Orange Go

Teren w Orange Go możesz łączyć się
ze wszystkimi w Orange i z numerami
stacjonarnymi już za 30 groszy.
Wybierz Orange Go – nową ofertę na kartę.

przyszłość jest jasna, przyszłość to Orange

Figure 52
Figure 53
Dziś...

Zapiekane pulpeciki
z pieczarkami i serem

1 POMYSŁ NA... Pulpeciki w sosie śmietanowo
pomidorowym WINIARY, 125 ml śmietanki 12%,
200 g pieczarek, 1 cebula, 2 łyżki masła,
200 g mielonego mięsa, 1 jajko, 2 łyżki bulki tartej,
3 plastera sera żółtego, sól, pieprz.

POMYSŁ NA... przygotować wg przepisu na opakowaniu.
Pieczone i cebule oczyszyć, drobno osieceć i podkowały
na małej do odparowania płynu, ostudzić. Mięso mielone
połączyć z pieczarkami z cebulą, jajkiem i bulką tartej.
Dodawać sól i pieprz. Uformować 12 pulpecików,
ulóż je w naczyniu do zapiekania, taka przygotowanym
POMYSŁEM NA... Ser pokroić w paski i położyć na każdym
pulpeiku. Wstaw do piekarnika rragranego do 200°C.
Zapiekać 25 minut.

Pomysł na, a tyle możliwości!
więcej propozycji na opakowaniach i na www.winiary.pl

Figure 54
smakuj lekkość

Figure 55
Magia nowych smaków owocowych!

Bobo Frut jest smaczny i zdrowy, bo magicznie owocowy! Teraz 5 nowych pysznych smaków owocowych - bez marchewki!

Soki, nektary i desery Bobo Frut przygotowane z soczystych owoców bogactwem swoich smaków urozmaicają dietę dziecka.

Tak naturalne i pyszne dają dzieciom to, czego im najbardziej potrzeba - siłę i energię do poznawania świata.

Produkty, które są środkami spożywczymi specjalnego przeznaczenia żywnościowego i zawierają informację o wieku podawania są gwarancją bezpieczeństwa dla niemowląt i dzieci poniżej 3. roku życia.

Centrum Informacji tel. 0 801 13 66 66

Figure 56
OFICJALNY SPONSOR GŁÓWNEGO BOKSU TVN

Poczuń smak zwycięstwa

Perła - Browary Lubelskie S.A.

PIWO ROKU

Tytuł ten jest wynikiem sumy ocen, jakie PERŁA MOCNA uzyskała podczas konkursów piwnych w 2005 roku. Tytuł PIWO ROKU jest docenieniem pracy danego browaru w ciągu roku. Nadzwyczajnym przesłaniem tytułu PIWO ROKU jest dobro Konsumenta - Piwosza.

Perła - Browary Lubelskie S.A.

Figure 57
jedz na okraglo

Lekka, smaczna, zdrowa przekąska ryżowa.
Nie zawiera wyrzutów sumienia.

Figure 58
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